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The New Mysteries-Book of Sherlock Holmes brings together for the first time all the Sherlock Holmes
stories written by award-winning crime author Martin Edwards. David Stuart Davies, one of the world’s
leading Sherlockians, contributes an introduction acclaiming this book: “One only has to read a few pages to
realise that Martin Edwards has not only caught the style and quality of the originals, but the characters speak
with Doylean voices. In short, Martin Edwards knows his Holmes, and he puts that knowledge to great effect
in this set of cases...all the tales presented here are finely constructed mysteries in which Holmes is able to
demonstrate his brilliance as a detective. This is partly due, of course, to the fact that Edwards is a fine crime
writer in his own right and has great experience in conceiving puzzles to confound his readers.” The book
includes a range of special features, including an essay by Martin Edwards analysing Arthur Conan Doyle’s
story-telling gifts, and another looking at how other writers have paid tribute to Sherlock by writing pastiches.
There is also an appreciation by leading crime novelist Michael Jecks and a biographical note.
As David Stuart Davies says, “This is a gem of a collection, a Blue Carbuncle or a Borgia Pearl of a volume. I
recommend this trip down Baker Street guided by the safe stewardship of Martin Edwards.” About The
Author Martin Edwards is an award-winning crime writer, whose sixth and most recent Lake District Mystery,
featuring DCI Hannah Scarlett and Daniel Kind, is The Frozen Shroud. Earlier books in the series are The
Coffin Trail (short-listed for the Theakston’s prize for best British crime novel of 2006), The Cipher Garden,

The Arsenic Labyrinth (short-listed for the Lakeland Book of the Year award in 2008), The Serpent Pool and
The Hanging Wood. He has written eight novels about lawyer Harry Devlin, and All the Lonely People, was
short-listed for the CWA John Creasey Memorial Dagger for the best first crime novel of the year. In addition,
Martin has written a stand-alone novel of psychological suspense, Take My Breath Away, and a much
acclaimed novel featuring Dr Crippen, Dancing for the Hangman. He won the CWA Short Story Dagger in
2008, has edited 22 anthologies and published eight non-fiction books. www.martinedwardsbooks.com

